Product Attachment Instructions for SuperSqueeze Serration Grips

NOTE: The SuperSqueeze and P/N 488C2 (Serration Grips) are intended to be used on only steel and fiberglass poles that have steps mounted to them. The serration grips are not designed to be used on vertical surfaces such as steel or fiberglass poles without obstructions less than two feet below.

This kit is designed to reduce wear to the steel components of the SuperSqueeze when it is used to climb a steel or fiberglass pole. The Serration Grips are constructed of two plies consisting of a rubber material and durable leather (Fig. 1). These grips are designed to cover the Serrated Rotosnap and Cleat of the SuperSqueeze (Fig. 2) and be easily attached and removed by means of the hook and loop attachment straps (Fig. 3).

Kit Includes:
- One pair of 2 ply Serration Grips with hook and loop attachment straps.
- Product attachment instructions

Installation Instructions:

1. Separate the hook and loop fastener and unroll the attachment straps from the grip as shown in figure 3.

2. Align one of the grips lengthwise to the inside of the outer (brown) strap with the leather side facing the point of the cleat (Fig. 4).

3. Center the grip over the cleat and wrap both attachment straps around the SuperSqueeze outer (brown) strap and back onto itself so that the hook and loop securely connect (Fig. 5).

4. Align the other grip lengthwise to the outside edge of the Serrated Rotosnap with the leather side facing the serrations.

5. Center the grip over the serrations and fold it lengthwise with the attachment straps going through the inside of the Serrated Rotosnap (Fig. 6).

6. Wrap the attachment straps around the grip and back onto itself so that the hook and loop securely connect (Fig. 7).
7. When completed, the SuperSqueeze with attached Serration Grips should appear as the unit shown in figure 8.
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**Warnings:**

- Read carefully, understand, and heed these and all other related instructions, warnings, and cautions before using this equipment. Failure to do so could result in your serious injury or death. Should questions arise concerning the proper use or condition of your equipment, contact Buckingham Manufacturing Co. at 1-800-937-2825.
- This equipment is intended for use by properly trained professionals only.
- PN 488C2 (Serration Grips) are to be used only on steel or fiberglass poles that have steps mounted to them and no greater than two feet apart.
  These grips are not to be used on smooth sided steel or fiberglass poles without attached steps.

**Inspection:**

Prior to use, carefully inspect these grips, and all related equipment for indications of wear and / or deterioration. The inspection should include, but not be limited to the following:

- Grips are not worn to the point where the cleat or serrations may protrude through the material.
- Broken stitching.
- Hook and loop fastener is not dirty or worn to the point that it will not adhere to itself.
- Attachment straps are free from kinks, knots, cuts, cracks, burns, abrasions, broken strands or excessive wear.

Remove from service, destroy, discard and replace immediately any unit that does not pass the above inspection.
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Information contained in these written instructions supersedes all other information (written, audio, video etc.) produced by Buckingham Mfg. prior to the revision date of this document.